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IRVINE, Calif., Nov. 10, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- Netlist, Inc. (NASDAQ: NLST) announced today 
its participation in the SuperComputing 2017 conference at the Colorado Convention Center in 
Denver, CO from November 13-16.  Demonstrations showcasing the Company's HybriDIMM™, a 
next-generation storage class Memory solution that lowers cost and improves performance of big 
data analytics and in-memory computing, will take place at Netlist's booth #2069.  The company 
will also be demonstrating its NVvault™ DDR4 (NV4) NVDIMM-N in a hyperscale GPU storage 
appliance in cooperation with industry partners.

The HybriDIMM demonstration will showcase two widely used open-source databases, for the first 
time, running concurrently on a Storage Class Memory (SCM) solution: MongoDB exercises 
HybriDIMM's in-memory channel block storage capabilities while the Redis in-memory database 
utilizes memory semantics to achieve a true persistent memory solution.  With the flexibility to 
operate as main memory, block storage and persistent memory in a standard server, a single 
HybriDIMM can serve as both a memory or storage solution.

HybriDIMM combines existing memory semiconductors, DRAM and NAND Flash, with intelligent 
"on-DIMM" co-processing to seamlessly manage the data transfer between on-DIMM storage and 
the system.  HybriDIMM is recognized by any x86 server as a standard LRDIMM with no BIOS 
modifications or system changes. Operating modes include Main Memory access via on board 
DRAM and Block Storage and Persistent Memory accessed via on-board co-processors with NAND 
Flash. With HybriDIMM's cost-effective fast storage and memory extension datacenter operators 
can capitalize on the promise of storage class memory by lowering the cost of running database 
applications, online transaction processing, big data analytics, and in-memory computing.

The NV4 demonstration will showcase the latest NVDIMM-N non-volatile memory in a hyperscale 
GPU storage application providing sustained high throughput while enabling levels of storage 
resilience and data integrity impossible with traditional CPU or RAID-based solutions.

Visit Netlist at booth #2069.  The SuperComputing 2017 conference runs from November 12th to 
17th and the exhibit hall will be open:

Monday, November 13
7:00 p.m – 9:00 p.m (MT)

Tuesday, November 14
10:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. (MT)

Wednesday, November 15 
10:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. (MT)

https://sc17.supercomputing.org/


Thursday, November 16
10:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. (MT)

About Netlist
Netlist is a leading provider of high-performance modular memory subsystems serving customers in 
diverse industries that require superior memory performance to empower critical business decisions. 
Flagship products NVvault® and EXPRESSvault® enable customers to accelerate data running 
through their servers and storage and reliably protect enterprise-level cache, metadata and log data 
by providing near instantaneous recovery in the event of a system failure or power outage. 
HybriDIMM™, Netlist's next-generation storage class memory product, addresses the growing need 
for real-time analytics in Big Data applications and in-memory databases. Netlist holds a portfolio 
of patents, many seminal, in the areas of hybrid memory, storage class memory, rank multiplication 
and load reduction. Netlist is part of the Russell Microcap® Index. To learn more, visit 
www.netlist.com.

For more information, please contact:

Brainerd Communicators, Inc. 
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